Video Analytics
What is video analytics.
Video analytics is the practice of using computers to automatically identify things of interest
without an operator having to view the video. Video Analytics is focused on automating video
analysis and security alerts, thus eliminating the need for manual work and the huge cost of
monitoring. It also increases productivity and efficiency of video surveillance systems and the people
who monitor them. It automatically tracks and identifies objects, analyzes motion and extracts video
intelligence from analog, digital, or IP video streams. These analytics can output real-time events and
object data for video data mining or storage in a database. The most commonly used types of video
analytics professionally deployed are perimeter violation, missing object or unauthorized object,
license plate recognition and people counting.
Applications.
In addition to the obvious applications in safety, loss prevention and security, video analytics is
also used as a tool for business intelligence and customer analysis
Some of the areas of application are listed below:
• Airports and Ports
• Transportation, Trains and Subways
• Critical infrastructure, Plants, Nuclear facilities
• Border Control and Perimeter Security
• Commercial / Office /Govt. buildings
• Factories and industrial Plants
• High Density Urban areas, Public places, Landmarks (Bridges, Parks, Monuments etc.)
• Financial sectors
• Entertainment and Casinos
• Retail stores, Malls and Shopping centres
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Detailed applications - intelligent solutions.
Airports.
Airports have complex outdoor and indoor environments with lots of vehicular and human traffic.
They require a wide range of intelligent video capabilities to detect exception conditions, allowing
airport and security personnel to improve safety and security. Typical intelligence capabilities
include:
•

Unattended Baggage or Unattended Object Detection

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intrusion Detection
Exit lane and Wrong Direction Monitoring
Anti-Tailgating & Piggybacking
Vehicle Detection
Vehicle Parking Violations
Crowd Detection
Secure Area Monitoring
License Plate Detection and Logging
Loitering
People Counting, Tracking and Monitoring
On Ground Monitoring: Planes & Service Vehicles
Abnormal Behaviour / Irregular Patterns

•

Automated Alerts and Reports
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Port and Maritime Security
Ports present a higher level of complexity due to scene variation, land and water and with significant
variations in the light. Besides, ports have a higher number of objects, people, vehicles, vessels, and
other moving equipment. They require a wide range of Intelligent Video capabilities to detect
exception conditions, allowing Port Security personnel to improve safety and security. Typical
intelligence capabilities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vessel Detection, Classification and Validation
Automatic Vessel Identification
Vessel GPS location, movement and speeds
Abnormal small boat movements and presence
Ferry people count and Ferry safety
Automatic PTZ Camera Tracking
Abnormal vessel, vehicle and people behaviour
Anti-Tailgating and Piggybacking
Intrusion Detection and Secure Area Monitoring
Automated Alerts and Reports

Transportation, trains and subways
Intelligence capabilities to improve traffic flow and safety:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic Analysis, Vehicle Count, Speed Checks
Traffic patterns, wait times and lengths
Automatic traffic reports and congestions
Vehicle Parking Violations
Parking Lot Management
Stopped Car Detection

•
•
•
•
•

Automated License Plate Detection
Automated Vehicle Detection
Monitoring of Roadways, Freeways and Highways
Monitoring of Intersections, Bridges and Tunnels
Monitoring of Train, Railway, Train Stations, Subway Stations and Railway Crossings.

Border Control and Perimeter Security
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City and Urban Surveillance
The following type of intelligent solutions can assist the Security personnel:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Face Recognition
People Search
Vehicle Search
License Plate Recognition
Abnormal activities
People running
Crowd Detection

•
•
•
•

Graffiti detection
Unattended object detection
People and vehicle counting
Traffic violation

Entertainment and Casinos
The Gaming and Entertainment industries have a high need for security to monitor their indoor
environment as well as for loss prevention. The following strategic applications and capabilities help
strengthen the environment for the Gaming and Entertainment industries.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple Camera Tracking
Customer Specific Recording and Video Display
Face Detection and Recognition
Customer Counting
Table Monitoring
Crowd Detection
Customer & Time Analysis
Queue Management and Customer Service
Intrusion Detection and Perimeter Monitoring

Retail stores, Malls and Shopping centres
Typical intelligence capabilities include:
Safety, Security & Loss Prevention
• Loitering
• Spillage
• Slip and Fall
• POS / Transaction Monitoring
• Face Detection/Recording
• Self Check-Out Monitoring
• Intrusion Detection
• Asset Protection
Business Intelligence and Customer Analysis
• Customer Counting
• Customer Track and Preference Logging
• Service Management
• Sales Conversion
• Time Analysis
• Queue Management and Customer service
Business Case
Mitigating threats to people and property has traditionally been the initial driving force behind the
deployment of surveillance cameras. However, with video analytics, one can do much more. The
convergence of information technology and video surveillance not only enhances security but also
gathers business intelligence.
Video analytics can augment the effectiveness of security staff to protect assets, enhance the safety
environment as well as cover liability issues. Investment in video analytics is a one-time investment
that may save on personnel costs, which is an ongoing operating expense.
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Statistics gleaned from video analytics, can lead to a variety of insights, such as understanding which
areas are visited more frequently and have more traffic than others, and understanding motion
patterns. This can help administrators assign personnel, such as cleaning crews, or save on
resources, such as electricity, once they understand that certain areas are not being used, or being
used less than other areas.
Video analytics is also used to improve customer service. Analytics is used to monitor the length of
checkout queues or count people at an event, to dynamically assign security and concession stand
coverage.
The uses vary based on the need. Analytics is used to monitor traffic flow into parking garages in
order to redirect motorists to adjacent lots when a garage is fully occupied. Some use video analytics
to detect when someone leaves the cafeteria line with a tray of food without paying for a meal.
Problems
While video analytics holds great promise, people are still asking about the viability of using analytics
in the real world. The main problems limiting the use and growth of video analytics are:
• Eliminating False Alarms
Since the goal of video analytics is to eliminate human involvement, eliminating false alerts is
necessary to accomplish this. Each false alarm not only requires a human assessment, it
increases emotional and organizational frustration with the system.
• System Maintenance
False alarms can arise considerably due to changes in the environment, weather and the
position of the sun. This can suddenly and surprisingly cause major problems with the system.
Not only is the increase in false alerts a problem, the risk that the system could unexpectedly
break in the future creates a significant problem in trust. If your perimeter surveillance one day
stops functioning properly, you now have a serious flaw in your overall security plan.
• Cost of System
The cost of video analytic systems comes from making them robust to real world conditions that
we all take for granted. The developer needs to make the video analytic system “intelligent”
enough to handle differences in lighting, depth, position of the sun, weather, etc. Doing this
involves building more complex or sophisticated programs. Such programs almost always
require significantly more computing hardware to execute and significant more capital
investment in writing, testing and optimizing the program. All of these clearly increase costs.
Conclusions
Video Analytics is a useful tool for both video surveillance and business intelligence. However, care
must be taken in selecting the Vendor and the Systems Integrator. Select a system that is right for
you and invest in the training of staff that will be required to maintain the system. Price alone should
not be the selection criterion as, in a sales-demo, all systems would look almost alike. The false
alarms and system misbehaviour will only manifest itself over time. Higher costs could in some
cases be justified by the savings in the efficient and reduced use of guarding manpower. It is such
applications that are likely to see a greater acceptance of video analytics.
The ongoing debate over embedded video analytics compared to traditional server-based video
analysis will be discussed in a later article.
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